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Abstract

Smart Little Machine is designed to be a comprehensive con-
tent management system (CMS) that allows anyone with 
limited experience to create a customized, token-based en-
tertainment website. Current CMS platforms maintain tight 
restrictions with regard to allowing adult entertainment en-
trepreneurs to develop their gambling or streaming chat web-
sites. Furthermore, platforms centered on adult content are 
barred from traditional payment gateways such as Stripe and 
PayPal and are forced to deal with fringe payment solutions 
who extract high prices for marginal value. 

As such, we will also provide a payment processing solution, 
identification verification, and user management protocols. 
This will significantly reduce the cost of creating and launch-
ing a responsive and full featured website while also provid-
ing a comprehensive platform allowing our clients to scale 
their online business as it continues to grow. Rather than tak-
ing months to setup a robust and reliable website, this will be 
achieved in a matter of hours. 

While our initial launch is focused on creating the largest de-
centralized ecosystem for the adult industry, this is merely a 
starting point. Ultimately, we will expand our system for use 
by other industries that prefer a CMS that provides machine, 
or deep learning capabilities without restrictions. We offer for 
a truly customized user experience that clients can extend to 
their consumer base. An additional objective is to create and 
cultivate a community of developers who are incentivized to 
design unique applications that Smart Little Machine partici-
pants will be able to integrate into their websites seamlessly. 
As such, the possibilities provided by Smart Little Machine are 
limitless.
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The Content  
Management  
System Industry

Currently, there are over 1.3 billion websites distributed glob-
ally and in excess of 3.5 billion internet users worldwide. This 
averages to approximately 3 users per website  and represents 
both an enormous amount of currently existing websites as 
well as continuing demand for website content creation and 
management systems.

Given the migration to all things digital along with the con-
tinuous upward trajectory of mobile devices, 4.77 billion, it’s 
clear that the CMS industry, particularly where website devel-
opment is concerned, will continue to be the primary medium 
of marketing exposure to global consumers. The current CMS 
management and software application market is approxi-
mately $16.6 billion USD. 

To be clear, we are applying the term CMS for those systems 
that are used for website creation and encompass addition-
al features such as collaboration, administration capabilities, 
and document control, auditing, and editing. For example, 
WordPress, Wix, and Squarespace provide such components 
as blogging, implementing a web store for users to make pur-
chases from the site, various administrative access and editing 
rights, and image editing. 

However, the types of websites allowed for these systems are 
limited. To illustrate, Wix does not allow a user to create a web-
site if they are located in a nation that the U.S. has “embargoed” 
or otherwise “sanctioned.” While we understand that Wix and 
other major website builders have legal reasons for this, we 
also see that restricting someone from such access also inhib-
its their ability to earn an honest living within the global mar-
ketplace: a marketplace which demands that businesses have a 
viable website to attract, inform, and interact with consumers. 

Furthermore, the adult entertainment industry has a tenuous 
relationship with the most well-known website builder as a ser-
vice providers (WBaaS). WordPress, specifically, does not allow 
“mature content” to be posted using their system. Though we 
support each WBaaS arriving at their own terms and condi-
tions for use, the adult industry is a massive source of revenue 
generation for consenting adults who have reached the legal 
age of consent relative to the laws of their nation.
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Adult  
Entertainment Market 
Analysis

Online gambling and the adult streaming websites are our cur-
rent focus. In 2017, the online gambling market size exceeded 
$45 billion USD and is expected to surpass $59 billion by 2020, 
with sports betting and casino games, which include rou-
lette, poker, and blackjack, taking the top position as the most 
popular choices among online gamblers. According to Busi-
ness Wire, by 2022, the online gambling global market will be 
$81.71 billion and represents a compound average growth rate 
(CAGR) of 10.8%. Further information provided in the same ar-
ticle supports the worldwide appeal of this form of adult enter-
tainment: Europe is the largest global gambling market, online 
gambling via mobile devices is on the upswing, and in excess 
of 80 nations “have legalized online gambling.” Regardless of 
whether additional countries decide to legalize gambling now 
or in the future, it is evident that the current trajectory is an 
increase in revenue for this sector of adult entertainment. 

It’s notable that the online adult pornographic sites “are re-
sponsible for 4.41% of all desktop visits” worldwide and ex-
ceeds that of gambling sites. Due to the taboo surrounding 
this form of adult entertainment, it’s difficult to find current 
statistics and information, meaning within the last two years, 
that aren’t conveying a negative narrative about the industry. 
Indeed, the most recent figures regarding market valuation 
place the industry at a market worth of $3 billion. 

However, in terms of viewing such material, the market is es-
sentially divided into two sub sectors: videos, such as those 
posted on PornHub, and live video streaming/chat. With re-
gard to videos, PornHub released a survey on their 10 year an-
niversary indicating there are in excess of 22 million registered 
users and the site is accessed by 75 million unique daily visitors. 
Additionally, 75% of viewers are now accessing the website via 
their mobile device. Considering that users are allowed to view 
specific videos without cost and viewing such content isn’t a 
well-received discussion topic, it’s likely that the overall market 
size is higher than $3 billion. 
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We must also consider that live chat and streaming sites, 
also known as “camming,” such as Chaturbate and LiveJas-
min, aren’t incorporated into existing market analyses. Indeed, 
throughout our research on this specific topic, there is a dearth 
of information regarding this newer venture into the sex in-
dustry. Arguably, however, the performers have greater con-
trol of their venue as they can choose who is allowed to view 
their cam and block recalcitrant voyeurs who are there merely 
to troll them via chat. Users tip performers using tokens or by 
using credits they’ve purchased and both the aforementioned 
sites allow Bitcoin as one of the payment options. 

Payment options are an issue within the online sex industry. 
PayPal and Stripe have stringent policies regarding who can 
transfer payments using their system. This is particularly trou-
bling for performers who deserve to be paid for their time and 
narrows the revenue stream even further. Though a majority 
of sites accept major credit cards, the aforementioned taboo, 
or negative narrative, that overshadows this industry has in-
creased consumer interest in using Bitcoin as a method of pay-
ment. Chaturbate and LiveJasmin have embraced this reality 
and accept Bitcoin in exchange for tokens or credits. 

Also at issue is the dominance of a few key players who own 
and/or operate Pornhub, RedTube, and so forth. Our objec-
tive is to be a first mover in changing this scenario, where all 
participants within online gambling and other adult oriented 
sites have an opportunity to enter the market and generate 
revenue based on their unique offering within the industry and 
at price that isn’t dictated by the enormous percentages that 
are scraped from their earnings by existing sites.    
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The Smart  
Little Machine

The Smart Little Machine is software as a service (SaaS) based 
content management system, integrated website builder, 
blogging platform, hosting service, commerce platform, and 
domain name registrar. The system allows individuals and busi-
nesses to create and maintain websites, blogs, online stores, 
and peer to peer transaction websites. Service applications will 
be made available on a fee based model to developers through 
an intuitive interface and will include both community and in-
house applications. 

A few of the applications that will be available include Payment 
Processing, Static and Dynamic Content Distribution, Age 
Verification Compliance, Low Latency Video Streaming, Aug-
mented and Virtual Reality, Real Time Chat, Commercial and 
Affiliate Networking, Crowdfunding, Freelance Management, 
Escrow, Micro loans, Gaming and Betting, Machine Learning 
and AI data analysis, Security and user management and IoT 
Internet of things Device Connectivity. 

The platform layer is a collection of branded applications that 
tie together underlying pieces of the ecosystem to attract 
paying audiences. Any individual or business will be able to 
build and manage their own customized platform leveraging 
our managed services. The Smart Little Machine ecosystem 
will provide limitless possibilities for peer to peer transactional 
application development.
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Simplicity and Ease of Website Creation

With Smart Little Machine you can create a website in a matter 
of minutes and with no programming knowledge. International 
legal requirements, credit card processing, and applications are 
built into the CMS platform. Website owners create an account 
and add the applications they want to use and market their site. 
No need to worry about servers, developers, or payment sys-
tem compliance. To illustrate the simplicity of Smart Little Ma-
chine, we will use the creation of a Blackjack table website using  
our CMS:

Smart Little Machine platform and core applications will be 
built and maintained by experienced developers with a focus 
on solving our clients’ challenges.  Also, we will provide the abil-
ity for our community of developers to build applications and 
themes for our platform.  This approach will give our clients the 
most extensive choice of applications for the best price. Our 
CMS will be flexible and intuitive to use allowing our clients to 
be as creative as they want.

1. The user creates a new account on smartlittlemachine.io.
2. Create a website using SLM CMS: yourdomain.smartlittlema-
chine.io or use a custom domain yourdomain.com
3. Drag and drop the blackjack application into CMS. The in-
terface automatically includes required apps such as member 
management and a Token exchange.
4. Select a pre-constructed theme or import your own; similar 
to Word Press Themes. 
5. Customize application options for hosting table, e.g., num-
ber of shoes, the maximum number of players, minimum/maxi-
mum bet, and amount of bankroll. 
6. Select advanced rules, e.g., splits on face cards/aces, dou-
bling down, etc.
7. Select from options auto table top up function, auto table 
break at different limits: table bankroll below 50%, after x 
number of hours. 
8. Start table.
9. Promote website to public.
10. Earn tokens.
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Technical Specifications

Our ecosystem is a tiered architecture featuring three layers: 
Core, CMS, and the User Interface platform. 

Core Layer

The core is comprised of smart contracts and tooling which 
provide the foundational governance and functionalities nec-
essary to develop our cloud based managed service applica-
tions (PaaS).

CMS Layer

The CMS layer includes Payment Processing, Static and Dy-
namic Content Distribution, Age Verification Compliance, Low 
Latency Video Streaming, Augmented and Virtual Reality, Real 
Time Chat, Commercial and Affiliate Networking, Crowdfund-
ing, Freelance Management, Escrow, Micro loans, Gaming and 
Betting, Machine Learning and AI data analysis, Security and 
user management and IoT Internet of things Device Connec-
tivity.

User Interface Platform

The User platform layer is a collection of branded applications 
that tie together underlying pieces of the ecosystem to attract 
paying audiences. Anyone will be able to build and manage 
their own customized platform by leveraging our managed 
services.
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Google Cloud Platform

Our infrastructure will be constructed on the Google Cloud 
Platform due to the need for scalability, available data analyt-
ics capabilities, and a broad array of other tools that are easily 
accessible for integration as the demand increases. To allow 
for continuous development, our architecture will use Dock-
er to containerize the applications and services. Our frontend 
user interface is being built using React and paired with Next.
js providing SSR, Redux and Material-UI, with additional tech-
nologies to be incorporated as we fine tune the technological 
ecosystem. To enhance user experience and platform reliabili-
ty, we will use Sentry for real-time monitoring and alerting us 
to potential bugs in the system. As such, we take a proactive 
approach to ensuring that your website is operating smoothly 
and without interruption. Furthermore, we’ll be using Hotjar to 
gather precise information about our platform participant be-
haviors and then use the revelations to calibrate our platform 
and offer tailored solutions.

Peer to Peer Token Exchange

The industries discussed within the market analysis sections 
are centralized channels which require a financial contribution 
at each step. Notably, such centralization grants the organi-
zation a leverage of power and control over every transaction. 
Peer to peer (P2P) exchanges connect individuals directly and 
drastically reduce the cost of doing business as well as pro-
viding participants with the freedom and control that are cur-
rently lacking in the traditional world of a one size fits all busi-
ness and financial models. 

The Smart Little Machine LMs exchange is built for those who 
want to be able to exchange LMs for other fiat currencies or 
cryptocurrencies, who want a genuinely P2P exchange where 
they do not have to trust that a centralized exchange will 
freeze or reverse their fund balance, and who wish to maintain 
transactional privacy and informational sovereignty. 
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Token Ecosystem

Our ecosystem utilizes LMs (little machines) tokens as standard 
currency and is traded between users for goods and services. 
These tokens can be purchased using fiat or popular crypto-
currency and converted back to fiat or any popular cryptocur-
rency using our exchange. Through the launch of our ICO, we 
will rapidly build our platform and become the infrastructure 
of choice for all adult entertainment websites. Participants  
of the ICO will be able to purchase tokens for as little as  
.0068 USD. 

Token Sale and Distribution

We will issue 5 billion tokens and make 80% of these tokens 
available for purchase by the public at a rate of 0.0137 USD. 
There will be 4 pre-sales allowing participants to purchase our 
tokens at a discount before our ICO.  The specific discounts 
for each pre-sale stage are indicated in the table below. After 
these four pre ICO phases are complete, the remaining tokens, 
up to 80% of the total, will be sold.

Phase Duration

7 50%

20%

10%

5%

0%

7

7

7

30

Purchase
Limit

Ether/
Coin

Discount USD/
Coin

Start 
Date

Finish 
Date

Presale 1

Presale 2

Presale 3

Presale 4

ICO

40,000,000

40,000,000

40,000,000

3,840,000,000

40,000,000

0.000020

0.000020

0.000020

0.000020

0.000020

0.0068

0.0109

0.0123

0.0130

0.0137

3/1/2018 3/8/2018

3/8/2018 3/15/2018

3/15/2018 3/22/2018

3/22/2018 3/29/2018

3/29/2018 4/28/2018
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A majority of the funds will be directed towards platform de-
velopment (66%) and marketing (20%). The remaining funds 
will be allocated to reserves (8%), IT infrastructure (5%), and 
administrative costs (1%).

Fund Allocation

Token Distribution
Advisors
1.0%
Bounty
3.0%

Team
5.0%
Reserve
11.0%

Public
80.0%

Fund Allocation

Administration
1.0%
IT Infrastructure
5.0%

Reserve
8.0%
Marketing
20.0%

Development
66.0%
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Roadmap

We have already opened a development studio in Colombia 
and have started developing our core applications: Token 
Management, Video Streaming, and User Management. Addi-
tional developments within the next several quarters include:

2017 - Q2  
Development of our core application started.

2018 - Q2 
Increase our development team and begin developing our 
CMS platform.

2018 - Q4 
Launch a tip based Live Video Streaming website on our CMS 
platform. Participants will be able to sell their tokens on our 
exchange at this time.

2018 - Q4 
Open CMS platform to developers for application develop-
ment.

2019 - Q2 
Launch CMS to the public as smartlittlemachine.io.
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Bounty

Support is required for many marketing and expert discussion 
forums such as bitcointalk, the contribution of opinion lead-
ers and participation in selected publications that specialize 
in Cryptocurrency and blockchain.  We want to encourage as 
many people as possible to participate in our bounty cam-
paign. We are aware of the fact, that it is crucial to our project 
that we achieve a wide array of token holders. Due to this fact, 
we are giving away 3% of all issued LMs – exceeding a total 
of $ 1,600,000 USD – to the bounty campaign participants.   
Detailed bounty information can be found here

https://smartlittlemachine.io/bounty/
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Contacts

ico@smartlittlemachine.io

Social Media and other  
information Channels
https://smartlittlemachine.io

press@smartlittlemachine.io

info@smartlittlemachine.io

job@smartlittlemachine.io

developer@smartlittlemachine.io

https://smartlittlemachine.io/bounty

https://smartlittlemachine.io/press-release

https://smartlittlemachine.io/white-paper/

https://ico.smartlittlemachine.io

https://www.facebook.com/smartlittlemachine

https://twitter.com/SmartLittleMach

https://www.instagram.com/smartlittlemachine/

https://www.linkedin.com/company/smartlittlemachine/

mailto:ico%40smartlittlemachine.io?subject=
https://smartlittlemachine.io
mailto:%0Dpress%40smartlittlemachine.io?subject=
mailto:%0Dpress%40smartlittlemachine.io?subject=
mailto:info%40smartlittlemachine.io?subject=
mailto:job%40smartlittlemachine.io%0D?subject=
mailto:developer%40smartlittlemachine.io%0D?subject=
mailto:ico%40smartlittlemachine.io?subject=
https://smartlittlemachine.io/press-release
https://smartlittlemachine.io/white-paper/
https://ico.smartlittlemachine.io
https://www.facebook.com/smartlittlemachine
http://%0Dhttps://twitter.com/SmartLittleMach
https://www.instagram.com/smartlittlemachine/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/smartlittlemachine/%0D
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Disclaimer

The initial coin offering for the Smart Little Machine ecosys-
tem token implies certain risks. As such, interested buyers 
should keep the following points in mind:

• A full understanding of Blockchain, Ethereum, and crypto-
currencies so that they may understand the risks, benefits, 
costs and uncertainties associated with the purchase of to-
kens.

• The buyer expressly acknowledges that the performance 
and success of Smart Little Machine is not guaranteed with 
respect to having its ICO successfully funded, its progress 
materializing or having the value of the tokens increase in val-
ue over time.

• The buyer bears complete and full responsibility for any in-
vestments they make, along with the protection and handling 
of said investments after they are made.

• We do not recommend you make any decisions regarding the 
purchase of tokens until you have thoroughly read this white 
paper, are in agreement with the points above, and have at-
tentively studied the following regulatory risks and legal dis-
claimers:

ETHEREUM NETWORK

The LMs token is an ERC20 standard token of the Ethereum 
protocol. The token is stored in and transferred to, from wal-
lets, and on the Ethereum blockchain platform. Overloading, 
technical failures, and mining-attacks against the Ethereum 
network may negatively affect the value of the crypto LMs to-
ken.
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TOKEN STORAGE

The Smart Little Machine ecosystem does not save private 
keys or password data. Private keys and passwords are saved 
on the user's device, and the security of the tokens depends 
exclusively on the security of this device and the Ethereum 
platform.  The loss or transmission of private keys or pass-
words could lead to the loss of LMs tokens. User error in the 
manipulation of wallets could also lead to the loss of LMs to-
kens.

ATTACKS DURING THE INITIAL COIN 
OFFERING

We take the safekeeping of funds received during the ICO 
very seriously. Private keys will be kept in escrow. Despite the 
measures we have taken, we cannot guarantee safety and se-
curity from possible robbery by hackers or a DDoS-attack of 
a vulnerable website, a smart contract, or the Ethereum plat-
form.  The theft of funds could affect the ultimate version of 
the Smart Little Machine ecosystem and negatively affect the 
value of the LMS token. We will be implementing various se-
curity & protection measures as we develop the Smart Little 
Machine platform, such as a two-stage authentication system 
and secure data storage protocols.

TOKEN VALUE

The LMs token is meant for internal use on the Smart Lit-
tle Machine ecosystem and applications that are integrated 
into the ecosystem. During the token development process, 
no investigation to determine its future value was made, and 
accordingly, and we do not represent or guarantee any value 
of the token. A fast-growing market for blockchain technolo-
gy, various regulatory factors, and the influence of the global 
markets prevent us from determining a projective value for 
the token.
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JUDICIAL RISKS

At the time of writing, most jurisdictions have no legislation 
regarding blockchain technology. The implementation of leg-
islation or acts of law, as well as changes in the regulatory 
apparatus, could negatively affect the Smart Little Machine 
ecosystem and the value of the LMs token. The actions of reg-
ulators could bring about a full ban of blockchain  technology 
use, which  forms the basis of the Smart Little Machine eco-
system, or existentially limit it, which could halt the function-
ing of the ecosystem in a particular jurisdiction, lead to major 
changes in the LMs token smart contracts, suspend its func-
tioning or even terminate it altogether.

Personal information  about token holders, as well as other in-
formation  saved in the Smart Little Machine ecosystem -per-
sonal user data, passwords, wallet  addresses, and other such 
information -can be revealed to governmental or law enforce-
ment bodies in cases when such information must be revealed 
according to law or court decisions.

TAXES

In certain jurisdictions, the storage and sale of tokens may be 
subject to taxation. Token holders are solely responsible for 
observing and complying with any tax law that might apply to 
them in their country, province and/or city.

ECOSYSTEM

The Smart Little Machine ecosystem, as well as applications 
developed on it, is primarily based on blockchain technology. 
This is innovative. Constant growth in the number of trans-
actions in the blockchain system implies a corresponding de-
velopment of this system. Full transition of the ecosystem to 
blockchain technology will become advisable when the block-
chain protocol becomes able to process a defined quantity of 
transactions in a unit of time.
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The Smart Little Machine ecosystem finds itself at the devel-
opment stage. The quality of its final functionality depends 
therefore on the number of LMs tokens sold during the initial 
offering. We try hard to predict various hacking attacks, ser-
vice errors, defects, and vulnerabilities in the Smart Little Ma-
chine ecosystem, as well as the smart contracts used within it. 
The ecosystem infrastructure is partially located on a premise 
owned by a third party, as well as on rented servers. Any dam-
age or safety violations, arising as a result of the above, could 
negatively affect the ecosystem and the value of the LMs to-
ken.
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